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Ion-induced pattern formation on Co surfaces: An x-ray scattering and kinetic Monte Carlo study
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We report time-resolved grazing incidence small-angle x-ray scattering and atomic force microscope studies
of the evolution of the surface morphology of the Co~0001! surface during low-energy Ar1 ion sputtering. At
temperatures greater than 573 K, the surface is smooth, erosion proceeding in either a layer-by-layer mode or
a step retraction mode. In contrast, at temperatures below 573 K, the surface develops a correlated pattern of
mounds and/or pits with a characteristic length scale,l. At room temperature, the surface morphology is
dominated by mounds, and coarsens as time progresses. The characteristic length scale obeys the apparent
power law,l5A3tn with n50.2060.02. The rms roughness of the surface increases in time according to a
similar power law with a slightly larger exponentb50.2860.02. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of a simple
model of Cu~111! were also performed. These simulations suggest that mound formation and coarsening at low
temperatures is due to the slow diffusion of sputter-created adatoms on step edges. The morphological transi-
tion from mounds to pits is associated with activation of kink diffusion. These simple simulations produce
values for the scaling exponents that agree with the experimental measurements.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.035408 PACS number~s!: 68.55.2a, 61.10.2i, 81.05.Bx, 81.15.Jj
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-energy ion sputtering is widely used in semicondu
tor processing both to clean and pattern surfaces and
component of analytical characterization techniques. Re
experiments demonstrated the potential of using ion etch
to pattern surfaces on length scales smaller than those a
sible via conventional photolithographic methods.1 Two-
dimensional arrays of metallic and semiconductor clus
with narrow size distributions and, at least, local positio
order have been synthesized using ion erosion.1–8 The exact
morphology of these self-assembled patterns has been
ied in detail only in a few material systems. It is know
however, that the surface morphology depends strongly
both the material structure and the temperature, as well a
the ion energy and the angle of incidence. Significant exp
mental and theoretical work remains before a level of con
over self-assembled patterning that is sufficient for tech
logical applications will be attained. This paper augments
currently available experimental information by studying t
surface morphology induced by low-energy Ar1 ion irradia-
tion of both single-crystal and polycrystalline surfaces of C
Cobalt was chosen for these studies due to the technolo
importance of high-density magnetic storage devices.
combination ofin situ x-ray scattering and reflectivity with
ex situatomic force microscopy~AFM! that we use is nearly
ideal for time-resolved structural studies of the surface m
phology, enabling detailed measurements of the effects
temperature, ion dose, and ion energy. Subsequent kin
0163-1829/2002/66~3!/035408~9!/$20.00 66 0354
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Monte Carlo~KMC! simulations then provide insight into a
atomic scale explanation of the behavior.

In spite of an extensive theoretical effort, our understa
ing of the microscopic mechanisms governing sputter e
sion remains incomplete. The first successful model of
erosion was proposed by Bradley and Harper~BH! to explain
ripple formation on amorphous materials.9 The BH model
relies on Sigmund’s concept of a sputter rate that depend
the local curvature of the surface.10 In the BH model, a
smooth surface is unstable to off-axis sputtering and de
ops a pattern of ripples with a characteristic wavelen
and an exponentially diverging amplitude. Recent expe
mental11,12 and theoretical13 work extended the original BH
model. These models successfully described a behavior
hibited by amorphous oxide and crystalline semiconduc
surfaces during sputter erosion. However, they did not ag
well with experimental observations on metallic surfaces.
particular, they did not explain the rich variety of morphol
gies observed on single-crystal noble-metal surfaces2–6 and
several compound semiconductor surfaces.1,7,8 The most no-
table morphological characteristic of sputter erosion is coa
ening, the increase in the size of surface features with
dose. Coarsening cannot be produced by BH-type mod
and has usually been explained by an analogy to coarse
during epitaxial growth. It is widely believed to be generat
by instabilities arising from the kinetics of transient surfa
species such as adatoms or vacancies.

This paper first focuses on x-ray and AFM studies of t
morphology induced by low-energy Ar1 ion sputtering on
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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single crystal and polycrystalline Co~0001! surfaces. The ex-
perimental setup used to make the x-ray scattering meas
ments is presented briefly in Sec. II. Above 573 K, eros
occurs in a two-dimensional or layer-by-layer mode and
surface remains relatively smooth. Section III focuses on
characterization of this high temperature regime and expl
the method used to produce the starting surfaces for all
sequent experiments. Below 573 K, the Co surface rough
continuously and develops a pattern of characteristic
tures. Section IV describes in detail the morphology and ti
evolution of these features. To explore the microscopic p
cesses involved in sputter etching, we performed KMC sim
lations of ion erosion. Section V presents the details of
simulations and the main results. The most significant di
sion processes and their role in determining the surface m
phology in different temperature regimes are discussed
Sec. VI. Finally, we discuss the results of our investigation
Sec. VII and draw conclusions in Sec. VIII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

These experiments were performed in the A2 experim
tal station at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Sou
~CHESS! using a custom ultrahigh-vacuum thin-film growt
x-ray scattering chamber~base pressure 1.5310210 Torr).
The thin-film growth/x-ray-diffraction chamber is az-axis
type of diffractometer and is described in detail elsewher14

The high x-ray flux (831013 photons/sec! available on the
A2 experimental station at CHESS enabled us to perfo
x-ray-scattering measurements bothin situ and in real-time.
A set of sagittally-bentC/W multilayer crystals was used t
select the x-ray energy of 12 keV and to horizontally foc
the x-ray beam at the sample position.15 The samples were
Co~0001! single crystals and polycrystalline Co films depo
ited by rf sputtering onto sapphire substrates. For the
erosion experiments, the samples were sputtered at no
incidence with Ar1 ions produced by a high flux Ion Tec
~Veeco! rf source (431014 ions/cm2/sec at the sample!. The
ion energy of the Ion Tech source is adjustable between
and 700 eV. Prior to the experiment, the Co single crys
~miscut less than 0.25°) were cleaned by repeated cycle
annealing and sputtering at 643 K until surface contamina
were below the Auger detection limit.

Time-resolved specular x-ray reflectivity provides quan
tative information about the evolution of the surface roug
ness during sputtering.16 Grazing-incidence small-angl
x-ray scattering~GISAXS! is sensitive to correlations be
tween surface features. The GISAXS was measured e
with a point scintillation detector or with a 102
31024 CCD detector produced by Medoptics~Dalsa Life
Sciences, Tucson, AZ!. In order to collect a scan with th
point detector, the sputtering must be suspended, which
sults in a pulsed irradiation cycle. The CCD detector allo
us to measure x-ray-scattering patterns without interrup
the sputtering process with an exposure time of half a s
ond. Continuous sputtering, however, produced a rapid
crease of the sample temperature with consequences tha
be discussed below. Additional information about the fin
surface morphology was obtainedex situusing AFM.
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III. HIGH-TEMPERATURE ION-EROSION REGIME
OF COBALT „0001…

Previous experimental studies of low energy ion eros
of the single crystal surfaces of Pt, Ag, and Au identified tw
major morphological regimes. Above a well-defined tran
tion temperature, the surface remains relatively smooth
erosion occurs by either a layer-by-layer or a step retrac
mode. Below this transition temperature, the surface rou
ens rapidly, exhibiting a surface morphology consisting
mounds and/or pits or ripples. Cobalt follows the same g
eral trends as the other close-packed metals, exhibitin
gradual transition to layer-by-layer and step-flow mod
above 573 K.17 This is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!, which shows
the evolution of the intensity of the specularly reflected x-r
beam at the anti-Bragg condition during sputtering w
100-eV Ar1 ions. The anti-Bragg condition in x-ray scatte
ing is conceptually similar to the anti-phase condition
reflection-high-energy or low-energy electron diffractio
X-ray plane waves reflected from consecutive atomic lay
arep out of phase, and the resulting intensity is maxima
sensitive to single height steps on lateral length scales
than the x-ray coherence length. A large anti-Bragg inten
indicates a smooth surface, while a low anti-Bragg intens
indicates a rough surface. Above approximately 573 K,
anti-Bragg intensity exhibits oscillations indicative of a tw
dimensional layer-by-layer erosion mechanism. To avoid
martensitic phase transformation to the cubic phase wh
could damage the crystal, the sample temperature was
below 693 K at all times. Even under these conditions, i
clear that on the higher end of the available temperat

FIG. 1. ~a! Time evolution of the specular anti-Bragg intensi
during sputtering of a Co~0001! single crystal with 100-eV Ar1

ions at several high temperatures. The curves are offset vertic
for clarity. The zero intensity of each data set is at the level of
corresponding dashed curve.~b! Relaxation of anti-Bragg intensity
after sputtering with 500-eV Ar1 at 543 K.
8-2
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ION-INDUCED PATTERN FORMATION ON Co . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 035408 ~2002!
FIG. 2. ~color! AFM image of
a mounded surface pattern ob
tained by sputtering of a single
crystal Co~0001! surface with 500
eV Ar1 ions for 60 seconds a
room temperature.
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range, the intensity oscillations dampen rapidly, indicat
increasing roughness. Nevertheless, the intensity settles
relatively high level, suggesting a smooth surface. The
pendence of the final surface roughness on the energy o
incident ions has been discussed elsewhere.17

The smoothest surfaces~a rms roughness of;1 Å) were
obtained by sputtering with 500-eV Ar1 ions at 643 K. Sput-
tering under these conditions rapidly and reliably produ
flat surfaces even after extensive ion erosion at low temp
tures. This ability to produce flat Co~0001! surfaces on de-
mand was the crucial technical development that enabled
rest of this study. The smooth surfaces prepared using
recipe were utilized as the starting surfaces for all of
erosion measurements reported in this paper. We empha
that neither heating nor sputtering alone results in a smo
surface.

As shown in Fig. 1~b!, for ion energies greater than 20
eV, the anti-Bragg intensity increases after the irradiation
interrupted. This increase suggests that the surface conti
to smoothen due to the redistribution of mobile species.
these relatively high temperatures, the diffusion of adato
is effectively instantaneous on the time-scale of the exp
ment, a fact confirmed by our studies of homoepitaxial
growth. The vacancies produced in the sputtering proc
however, are considerably slower than the adatoms as
need to overcome higher diffusion activation barriers. If
assume that the average terrace width isx51000 Å, we can
use the relaxation time of the x-ray intensityt to estimate the
diffusion constantD5x2/p2a2t, where a is the lattice
constant.18 If the diffusion constant has an Arrhenius depe
dence on the activation energy,D5n0exp(2Ev /kBT), where
n051012 s21, we estimate the vacancy diffusion barrierEv
to be approximately 0.97 eV. This value is relatively lar
but is consistent with theoretical calculations of the acti
tion energy for vacancy diffusion on Cu~111! ~0.618 eV!.19
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We will discuss the effects of vacancy diffusion in mo
detail in Sec. VI.

IV. LOW-TEMPERATURE PATTERN FORMATION
ON COBALT SURFACES

Below 573 K the Ar1 ion bombardment of single crysta
Co~0001! rapidly roughens the surface and gives rise to
pattern of mounds or pits. This regime may be further se
rated into temperature ranges that produce qualitatively
ferent morphologies. We know from recent experimen
work that between 473 and 573 K the surface morpholog
dominated by pits, while from room temperature up to 473
the surface exhibits a mostly mounded pattern.17 As an ex-
ample, Fig. 2 shows a typical AFM image of the mound
structure produced at room temperature by irradiation w
500-eV Ar1 ions for 60 sec. In order to characterize in det
the evolution of the surface morphology, we measuredin situ
and in real time the grazing incidence small angle x-ray sc
tering. Figure 3~a! shows a 5123512 pixel CCD image of
the GISAXS intensity in the vicinity of the specular rod co
responding to the mounded surface pattern displayed in
2. The evolution of this x-ray pattern as a function of time
schematically shown in Fig. 3~b!. Each of the curves in Fig
3~b! represents a cross-section of the CCD image in the
tical direction which corresponds to a direction parallel to t
surface in reciprocal space,quu . Shortly after starting the ion
bombardment, the GISAXS pattern develops a set of gro
ing satellite peaks which indicate that the surface exhibit
pattern of correlated mounds or pits with a characteris
wavelength. With increasing ion dose the peaks shift in,
dicating that the features coarsen similar to the behavior
served in other metal systems.20

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the average mound
separation calculated from the inverse of the peak splitt
8-3
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FIG. 3. ~color! ~a! CCD image of GISAXS intensity corresponding to the mounded Co~0001! single-crystal surface shown in Fig.
~60-sec irradiation with 500-eV Ar1 ions at room temperature!. The specular region of the intensity was blocked with a beam stop~black
horizontal line in the center of the image! to avoid blooming into the neighboring pixels.~b! Evolution of the GISAXS intensity during
sputtering with 500-eV Ar1 ions of a Co~0001! single-crystal surface. Each curve represents a vertical cross section of a CCD image l
one shown in~a!, and corresponds to a scan of the specular rod in the direction parallel to the sample surface.
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for several incident ion energies at room temperature.
low energy and ion fluxes the mound separation,l, follows a
power law in time,l5Atn, with an exponentn between 0.17
and 0.22. For high Ar1 fluxes or energies, the ion bombar
ment causes a significant heating of the sample. This effe
particularly strong for continuous irradiation at energ
above 200 eV. For example in the case of continuous irra

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the average mound separation dur
Ar1 irradiation with 100-, 200- and 500-eV ion energies of
Co~0001! single crystal surface at room temperature. For the pul
irradiation experiments, the time refers to the accumulated spu
ing time.
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tion with 500-eV ions shown in Fig. 3, the total drift i
temperature from beginning to end of scan is 115 K. If w
assume that the entire ion energy contributes to sample h
ing and there are no radiative or conductive heat losses to
sample holder, then we can estimate the heating rate du
ion irradiation to approximately 7 K/min. This value ac
counts for only half of the observed heating effect and s
gests that there is also a significant contribution due to
infrared radiation from the hot ion source.

As the temperature drifts up, the surface diffusivity i
creases and causes an additional coarsening of the mo
which is reflected in the unusually fast increase of the feat
separation length~inset of Fig. 4!. The heating problem is no
so severe for a low ion energy~only 20 K for the 100-eV
Ar1 erosion! and for pulsed irradiation measuremen
Therefore we believe that the exponent extracted from
pulsed irradiation data at 500 eV,n50.22, is accurate for this
ion energy. This value is also consistent with the fit of t
early time data in the case of continuous irradiation.

The evolution of the rms roughnesss can also be fol-
lowed by measuring the specular intensity. If we assume
the roughness is small (sq,1), the x-ray intensity is pro-
portional to exp(2s2q2), whereq is the component of the
momentum transfer perpendicular to the surface defined
q54p/lsinu. l is the x-ray wavelength andu50.75° is
half the angle between the incident and scattered radiat
Figure 5 displays the time evolution of the extracted roug
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ION-INDUCED PATTERN FORMATION ON Co . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 035408 ~2002!
ness during continuous irradiation with 200- and 500-
Ar1 ions of a Co~0001! surface. The roughness can be
with a power law in time with an average exponentb
50.2860.03.

In order to explore the potential of using ion etching
produce arrays of nanoscale features for technological ap
cations, we have also studied the effect of low-energy
sputtering on the surfaces of polycrystalline Co films. W
deposited 1000-Å-thick Co films on C-axis sapphire at d
ferent temperatures and studied the morphology induced
Ar1 ion irradiation at room temperature. Only high-quali
epitaxial films~in-plane rocking curve width less than 1.5°
with grain sizes of the order of 3000 Å, grown at 623
exhibited a pattern formation similar to the single crystal C
At room temperature the mounds also grow with increas
ion dose but the coarsening exponent is significantly low
than for the single crystal (n50.09). This low value suggest
that coarsening is influenced by extrinsic effects, such as
grain size.

V. KINETIC MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
OF COPPER„111…

In order to gain insight into the microscopic process
involved in low-energy ion sputtering of closed packed m
als, we performed kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of io
erosion. The~111! surface of copper rather than cobalt w
simulated because we did not have access to all the nece
Co potentials at the time of this investigation. For Cu~111!
we were able to utilize a realistic theoretical model, t
effective-medium theory~EMT! of cohesion in metals,21 to
generate the required potentials. EMT is known to give
good qualitative description of Cu and offers complete inf
mation about surface diffusion processes. We believe, h
ever, that the results presented here are not element de
dent. This notion is supported by preliminary simulations
ion erosion on Au~111!. However, in order to directly com
pare temperatures between the cobalt and copper, it is
essary to scale the temperatures by the melting points o
two elements. For example, temperatures quoted in this

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the rms roughness during irradiati
of Co~0001! single crystal with 200- and 500-eV Ar1 ions, respec-
tively, at room temperature.
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tion may be multiplied by a factor of 1.3 to make compa
sons to the temperatures quoted for cobalt in previous
tions. We will describe below that after convertin
temperatures in this manner, we find a good agreement in
rough/smooth transition, as well as in the low temperat
mound/pit transition.

The effect of the ion impact was modeled by random
removing atoms from the~111! surface of a 2003200
3200 atom cubic cell. The program allows the removal
multiple atoms as well as the creation of adatom-vaca
pairs. However, to reproduce closely the experimental c
ditions we will focus on the case of single atom remov
which corresponds to a sputtering yield of 1. This value
reasonable for Co sputtering with Ar1 ions in the 100 to 500
eV energy range. The ion flux in the simulations was ty
cally 931016 ions/cm2 s. The KMC algorithm used to simu
late the thermal diffusion has been presented in de
elsewhere.22 For every atom configuration at a certain tem
perature, all possible single atom diffusion processes
identified and added to a list of potential moves. The rate
each process is evaluated according tor i5n0exp(2Ei /kBT),
where the common prefactorn0 is taken to ben051012s21

for simplicity. The diffusion barriersEi were estimated using
the Artwork software package23 which implements the EMT
potentials for Cu and allows the energy calculation for
arbitrary surface configuration. The results for the adat
diffusion barriers on terraces and steps are identical w
published values.19 Additional barriers were calculated fo
vacancy motion and annihilation with adatoms and s
edges.

We find that above 500 K this model exhibits a layer-b
layer removal mechanism consistent~after temperature scal
ing! with the experimental observations presented in Sec
for Co, and with other results reported in the literature.2,6 If
the temperature is lowered below 460 K, the amplitude of
anti-Bragg oscillations decays continuously, indicating
transition to the patterning regime.

Figure 6~a! shows the surface morphology after remov
of 20 ML at 232 K. This simulation may be compared to t
room-temperature image for cobalt in Fig. 2. At this tempe
ture the surface develops a morphology characterized
compact mounds with a narrow size distribution, in agre
ment with the experimental observations. The mounds
separated by inter-connected valleys with irregular sha
and rough contours. The average mound size was calcul
from the first zero of the autocorrelation function. Figure
shows the time evolution of the mound size and rms rou
ness for erosion at 232 and 290 K, respectively. Both
mound size and the rms roughness follow the expec
power-law time dependence. At 232 K the coarsening ex
nentn50.21 agrees well with our experimental observatio
for Co~0001!. The roughness exponentb takes a slightly
larger value,b50.26, also consistent with our measur
ments.

Above approximately 290 K, the simulations predict
qualitative change in the structure of the surface pattern
duced by erosion. Figure 6~b! shows this high-temperatur
morphology corresponding to the removal of 20 atom
monolayers at 348 K. The image indicates the developm
8-5
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FIG. 6. ~color! Simulated surface morphologies corresponding to the removal of 20 ML at 232 K~a!, and 348 K~b!, respectively. The
morphology of the lower-temperature surface is dominated by compact mounds. In contrast, the morphology of the higher-tem
surface is dominated by large triangular pits. The size of the images is 51344 nm2. The surface height is represented by a rainbow co
scale from violet~lowest level! to red ~highest level!. The total height range is 2 nm.
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of a pattern dominated mostly by large, triangular pits w
smooth contours and uniform size. In this regime, the r
roughness and average feature size also follow a power
but both exponents appear to take larger values and to
crease with increasing temperature. At 290 K, for instan
the asymptotic coarsening exponent isn50.25 while the
roughness exponent isb50.3 ~Fig. 7!.

VI. ATOMISTIC MECHANISMS

The KMC simulations provide detailed information abo
the diffusion processes active in different temperat
03540
s
w,
n-
e,

e

ranges. Figure 8 schematically shows the most impor
atomic moves occurring in the simulations. We will first di
cuss the low temperature case. At 232 K, the vacancies
posited on the surface do not participate directly in the m
transport. The vacancies deposited far from the edges@Fig.
8~a!# need to overcome large energy barriers~0.618 eV! in
order to diffuse on the terrace and no motion is observ
Only the vacancies deposited within one lattice const
from downhill edges can attach to the edge creating a s
advacancy@Fig. 8~b!#. Furthermore, the activation energy fo
diffusion of step advacancies along step edges is also l
~0.44 eV! and therefore this process is suppressed at
FIG. 7. Time evolution of the
feature size~hollow symbols! and
rms roughness~filled symbols!
from the KMC simulations of
sputtering at 232 K~circles! and
290 K ~diamonds!, respectively.
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ION-INDUCED PATTERN FORMATION ON Co . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 035408 ~2002!
temperatures. Consequently, mass transport on the surfa
dominated by adatom diffusion, in particular by the diffusi
of adatoms on step edges@Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!#.

Step adatoms are the atoms attached to the islands by
or two bonds@Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!#. In our simulations there is
no net deposition of atoms, but we also found that adato
vacancy pair creation does not change the phenomeno
discussed below. The barrier for thermal detachment of s
adatoms from kinks is significant@Fig. 8~e!#, and therefore,
at 232 K, the step adatoms are created mainly by atom
moval from edges, in particular from special edge config
ration, such as kinks. Because the step adatoms are prod
in the sputtering process, their concentration is very lo
Moreover, due to the non-negligible diffusion activation e
ergy~0.22 eV!, the step adatoms have a very limited mobil
along step edges. They can diffuse along steps only until t
encounter kinks which trap them irreversibly. This proce
results in a slow edge diffusion current which promotes c
vex edge contours and compact islands. The islands stac
to build a mounded structure similar to the one observed
experiments.

If the simulation temperature is increased above 290
the vacancy diffusion becomes important and eventu
dominates the mass transport on the surface. First the
mal atom detachment from kinks@Fig. 8~e!# and the adva-
cancy motion@Fig. 8~b!# begin to play a role in edge diffu
sion as can be seen from the statistics of the atomic mo
Both processes generate an effective line tension
smoothes the concave step edges surrounding surface de
sions, and favors the formation of large, compact pits. Si
both kink detachment and kink diffusion are thermally ac
vated, the concentration of mobile species is considera
larger than in the low temperature case, and produces
effectively faster edge diffusion process. The edge diffus
is also enhanced by the formation of extended diffus
paths along causeways separating the pits that enable
distance mass transport. While step advacancies were
served to signifigantly contribute to surface relaxation, a
tom detachment from steps@Fig. 8~f!# occurred very
infrequently. At even higher temperatures, it is expected
vacancies become mobile on the terraces and contribute
ditionally to the edge diffusion.

FIG. 8. Energy barriers for step-adatom, vacancy, and kink
fusion on the Cu~111! surface calculated using EMT.
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VII. DISCUSSION

The evolution of ion-induced surface patterning is gen
ally understood by analogy with mound formation in h
moepitaxial growth. During thermal deposition at low tem
peratures, atoms landing on terraces encounter a signifi
barrier for descent at downhill step edges, the Ehrlic
Schwoebel~ES! barrier, and attach primarily to uphill ste
edges. This diffusion asymmetry at step edges generat
net uphill current that destabilizes a smooth surface and le
to the formation and coarsening of mounds. Siegert a
Plischke24 examined the effect of the ES current, and pr
posed a model for mound coarsening that involves slope
lection. For surfaces with triangular symmetry such as h
agonal~0001! or cubic~111!, the mound size should increas
in time according to a power law with an exponent equal
0.33.25 Recently several studies emphasized the importa
of edge diffusion for pattern formation during growth.26,27

Murty and Cooper found that edge diffusion can lead
mound formation even in the absence of an Ehrlic
Schwoebel barrier.26 Amar27 also performed Monte Carlo
simulations to investigate the role of corner diffusion duri
growth on surfaces with~100! and ~111! symmetries. For
~111! surfaces he found that slow edge diffusion around c
ners can lower the scaling exponent from the expected th
retical value of 0.33 to 0.22.

Low-energy ion sputtering is a significantly more comp
cated process than thermal deposition. In the first approxi
tion the ion interaction with a crystalline material can
viewed as a deposition of surface vacancies. However
pointed out recently by Costantiniet al.,4 the phenomenol-
ogy of ion erosion cannot be derived simply by inverting t
growth process. If this were the case, sputtering would
ways produce a pit morphology as observed in experime
at high temperatures. For most materials, though, ion irra
tion below room temperature produces a mounded patt
very similar in fact to the pattern generated by thermal de
sition. The origin of the morphological transition from
mounds to pits is not very well understood at this poi
Costantiniet al.4 examined in detail defect formation durin
ion sputtering of Ag~001!, and showed that, in addition t
vacancy creation, ion bombardment results in the format
of complex defects, such as adatom and vacancy clus
Busseet al.28 also attributed the initial monolayer growt
observed during ion bombardment of Al~111! to the forma-
tion of extensive subsurface vacancy defects and surface
tom clusters. Therefore, for high-energy ions and low me
ing point materials~Ag, Al! the approximation of sputtering
as vacancy deposition may not be accurate. Even in the
sence of complex defects, the difference between the mo
ity of the adatoms and vacancies on~111! and ~0001! sur-
faces breaks the symmetry between deposition and ero
and, arguably, plays a role in determining the surface m
phology.

To distinguish between the contributions of the ion co
sions and the surface kinetics which follow the ion impa
we have performed kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
Cu~111!, as discussed in Sec. V. Our simulations appro
mate the ion impact by depositing vacancies but accura
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MALIS, BROCK, HEADRICK, YI, AND POMEROY PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 035408 ~2002!
describe the diffusion processes associated with both va
cies and adatoms. Using just surface diffusion and vaca
deposition, our model reproduces the most important cha
teristics of the ion-induced surface morphologies. In parti
lar, it reproduces the morphological transition from
mounded pattern at lower temperatures to a pit-domina
structure at higher temperatures.29 Regardless of the tem
perature, the surface features coarsen in time according
power law. The inclusion of adatom-vacancy pairs and de
sition of multiple vacancies per event did not change t
phenomenology.

In the low temperature regime, where slow adatom s
diffusion is dominant, our KMC simulations predict a rel
tively low value for the coarsening exponent (n50.21). This
value is consistent with the results of Monte Carlo simu
tions of growth with slow edge diffusion27 and of other
Monte Carlo simulations of sputtering.3 Above 290 K, the
faster kink diffusion process causes the increase ofn with
temperature toward the theoretical predictionn50.33.
Michely et al.3 also emphasized the importance of therm
step-adatom detachment from kinks. They found that if t
diffusion mechanism is completely suppressed, the sca
exponent decreases fromn50.22 to 0.09.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Using time-resolved x-ray scattering techniques, AF
and KMC simulations we have studied the morphology
duced by low-energy ion erosion on the surface of clos
packed metals. The experimental studies focus on Co
metal of interest for technological applications. Ar1 ion ero-
sion of single crystal Co~0001! above 573 K occurs in a
two-dimensional or layer-by-layer mode. In this regime t
ions have a smoothening effect and can be used to pre
atomically flat surfaces at relatively low temperaturesT
,400 °C). We have used the surface relaxation time follo
ing ion irradiation to estimate a diffusion activation barrier
vacancies on Co~0001! ~0.97 eV! which is consistent with
theoretical calculations for fcc metals.

Below 573 K, ion erosion produces a pattern of mound
pits with a narrow size distribution. At room temperature, t
mounds coarsen in time, the average mound separation
lowing a power law with an exponent ofn50.2060.02. The
rms roughness also follows a power law in time with
average exponentb50.28. These values are consisten
lower than the results reported in the literature for Pt~111!
(n50.2860.02,b.0.34),3 Cu~110! (n50.2660.02,b
t
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50.4360.08),5 Au (n5b50.2760.02),6 and InP (n50.26
60.04,b50.2760.06).7

In order to investigate the microscopic processes invo
in ion sputtering of closed packed metals, we have
formed KMC simulations of Cu~111! erosion. The simula
tions reproduce the most significant morphological tra
tions characteristic to ion etching. At approximately 460
the simulations predict a transition from layer-by-layer
moval at high temperatures, to pattern formation at low t
peratures. In the roughening regime, the simulations als
produce a morphological transition from mound format
below 290 K to pit formation above 290 K.

A detailed analysis of the diffusion processes active
ing erosion revealed that step edge diffusion of spu
created step adatoms is the main cause of mound form
at the lowest temperatures. This mechanism is essen
identical to the step-edge diffusion active during epita
growth and explains the similarity of the resulting morpho
gies. In this regime the simulations predict scaling expon
(n50.21,b50.28) in agreement with our experimental
sults for Co. Above 290 K, kink dissociation and diffusi
become active and eventually dominate the edge diffu
process, resulting in a morphological transition from mou
to pits. As a consequence of the faster edge diffusion,
coarsening exponent increases ton50.25 and the roughen
ing exponent increases tob50.3. These larger values a
consistent with the experimental reports for Pt, Ag, and
and agree with the general assumption that kink diffusio
the dominating diffusion mechanism at the respective t
peratures. The lower values of the scaling exponents we
serve for Co~0001! are most likely due to higher diffusio
barriers,30 which suppress kink mobility at room temper
ture. Our studies of pattern formation on epitaxial films a
suggested that if the surface diffusion is additionally slow
down by the presence of defects such as grain boundarie
coarsening exponent decreases further ton50.09.
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